DNA ligase I competes with FEN1 to expand repetitive DNA sequences in vitro.
Repeat sequences in various genomes undergo expansion by poorly understood mechanisms. By using an oligonucleotide system containing such repeats, we recapitulated the last steps in Okazaki fragment processing, which have been implicated in sequence expansion. A template containing either triplet or tandem repeats was annealed to a downstream primer containing complementary repeats at its 5'-end. Overlapping upstream primers, designed to strand-displace varying numbers of repeats in the downstream primer, were annealed. Human DNA ligase I joined overlapping segments of repeats generating an expansion product from the primer strands. Joining efficiency decreased with repeat length. Flap endonuclease 1 (FEN1) cleaved the displaced downstream strand and together with DNA ligase I produced non-expanded products. However, both expanded and non-expanded products formed irrespective of relative nuclease and ligase concentrations tested or enzyme addition order, suggesting the pre-existence and persistence of intermediates leading to both outcomes. FEN1 activity decreased with the length of repeat segment displaced presumably because the flap forms structures that inhibit cleavage. Increased MgCl(2) disfavored ligation of substrate intermediates that result in expansion products. Examination of expansion in vitro enables dissection of substrate and replication enzyme dynamics on repeat sequences.